Debugging Applications Built with ArcGIS API for JavaScript
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Linting

- JS Lint
- JS Hint
- JS Beautifier
- JSON Lint
Browser Developer Tools

• Elements – DOM and CSS
• Net – monitor traffic
• Resources – easily find images, scripts, etc.
• Console – one of my best friends
• XMLHttpRequest cannot load ...

• Origin ... is not allowed by Access-Control-Allow-Origin.
Error: TypeError: node is null
Source File: http://serverapi.arcqisonline.com/jsapi/arcqis/3.4/
Getting Help

- **Community** page in the SDK documentation
- Traditional forum
- GIS.StackExchange
- Twitter: API team is on twitter or use #esrijs
• Kelly Hutchins (@kellyhutchins)
• Derek Swingley (@derekswingley)
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